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Bipartition support in maximum-likelihood (ML) analysis is most commonly assessed using the nonpara-
metric bootstrap. Although bootstrap replicates should theoretically be analyzed in the same manner as
the original data, model selection is almost never conducted for bootstrap replicates, substitution-model
parameters are often fixed to their maximum-likelihood estimates (MLEs) for the empirical data, and
bootstrap replicates may be subjected to less rigorous heuristic search strategies than the original data
set. Even though this approach may increase computational tractability, it may also lead to the recovery
of suboptimal tree topologies and affect bootstrap values. However, since well-supported bipartitions are
often recovered regardless of method, use of a less intensive bootstrap procedure may not significantly
affect the results. In this study, we investigate the impact of parameter estimation (i.e., assessment of
substitution-model parameters and tree topology) on ML bootstrap analysis. We find that while forgoing
model selection and/or setting substitution-model parameters to their empirical MLEs may lead to signif-
icantly different bootstrap values, it probably would not change their biological interpretation. Similarly,
even though the use of reduced search methods often results in significant differences among bootstrap
values, only omitting branch swapping is likely to change any biological inferences drawn from the data.

� 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The nonparametric bootstrap (Efron, 1979) is a resampling pro-
cedure used to quantify the variability associated with a statistical
estimate when the underlying distribution is unknown or difficult
to calculate. If the data contains sufficient information to provide
accurate parameter estimates, it can be resampled as a proxy for
sampling from the true distribution. The bootstrap was first
applied to phylogenetics by Felsenstein (1985) and has become
one of the most common means of assessing support for tree
bipartitions. The phylogenetic bootstrap involves resampling the
characters of a character by taxon matrix (i.e., an alignment) with
replacement to create a series of pseudoreplicates, which are
subsequently analyzed in the same manner as the original data.
Bootstrap values are equivalent to the frequency with which each
node occurs in the resulting set of phylogenetic trees.

Sullivan (2005) noted that although maximum-likelihood (ML)
bootstrap replicates should theoretically be analyzed in exactly
the same manner as the original data, model selection is virtually
never performed for bootstrap replicates and substitution-model
parameters are often fixed to their maximum-likelihood estimates
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(MLEs) for the empirical data (e.g., Ripplinger and Sullivan, 2008;
Stamatakis et al., 2008). In addition, systematists often use less rig-
orous tree-search strategies to compensate for the computational
burden associated with multiple ML analyses (e.g., Liao et al.,
2007; Plam et al., 2008). Since inadequate parameter estimation
(i.e., estimation of substitution-model parameters and tree topol-
ogy) could lead to the recovery of suboptimal trees, the use of heu-
ristics in ML analysis could artificially lower bootstrap values.
Conversely, the use of a suboptimal substitution model could also
lead to the consistent estimation of an inaccurate topology and
erroneously increase bootstrap support for particular bipartitions.
However, in advocating for the parsimony jackknife, Farris et al.
(1996) suggested that there is no need to employ rigorous tree-
search methods because well-supported nodes tend to be recov-
ered regardless of the method of inference.

Investigation into the effects of parameter estimation on boot-
strap values has been primarily limited to maximum-parsimony
(MP) analysis. DeBry and Olmstead (2000) used simulated data
to examine the effects of reduced tree search effort and found that
the use of nearest-neighbor interchange (NNI) branch swapping
and ‘‘no swap” methods (i.e., those that rely on a stepwise-addition
tree) tended to decrease bootstrap support compared with inten-
sive tree-bisection–reconnection (TBR) branch swapping. These
results were especially pronounced for more poorly supported
nodes. Similar conclusions for empirical data were reached by
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Mort et al. (2000), who found that ‘‘no swap” methods lowered
bootstrap values compared with TBR and NNI branch swapping,
Sanderson and Wojciechowski (2000), who compared TBR and
‘‘no swap” methods, and Salamin et al. (2003), who found that
bootstrap values tended to decline with decreased search effort
(reviewed by Müller (2005)). However, although the use of less
intensive search methods often led to statistically significant dif-
ferences among bootstrap values, it rarely changed phylogenetic
inferences made from the data. Based on the results for MP, it is
likely that inadequate parameter estimation has some impact on
ML bootstrap values. The purpose of this study is therefore to as-
sess the performance of various model-selection and tree-search
strategies on ML bootstrap analysis.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Data collection

In order to assess the effects of parameter estimation on a range
of phylogenetic hypotheses, we analyzed three empirical data sets
whose ML tree contained a combination of long and short branches
and whose bootstrap consensus tree contained both strongly and
poorly supported bipartitions. All data sets were obtained from
Fig. 1. Seven progressively simpler treatm
TreeBASE (http://www.treebase.org) and included 12 hymenop-
teran cytochrome oxidase I sequences (Pedersen, 1996), 11 plant
RNA polymerase II sequences (Geuten et al., 2007; Nickerson and
Drouin, 2004), and 19 Peromyscus cytochrome b sequences (Sulli-
van et al., 1997). In addition to empirical data, we analyzed the ef-
fects of parameter estimation on a difficult-to-estimate eight-
taxon Felsenstein zone tree (Felsenstein, 1978; Sullivan and Swof-
ford, 2001). In order to obtain data for analysis, we used Seq-Gen
(Rambaut and Grassly, 1997) to generate a 1000 base pair align-
ment based on the tree topology, branch lengths, and extreme
rate-heterogeneity GTR + I + C parameter estimates outlined by
Sullivan and Swofford (2001). PAUP*4.0b10 (Swofford, 2002) was
used to divide the resulting data set into three partitions (simulat-
ing codon positions) and obtain ML estimates of GTR + I + C model
parameters for each partition. We then used Seq-Gen to simulate a
new alignment for each partition and concatenated the resulting
replicates to form a single simulated data set.
2.2. Maximum-likelihood analysis

For each data set, we used DT-ModSel (Minin et al., 2003) in
conjunction with PAUP* to select a substitution model with mini-
mum posterior risk. PAUP* was then used to estimate initial substi-
ents used for ML bootstrap analysis.

http://www.treebase.org


Table 1
Results of model selection for 25,000 hymenopteran bootstrap replicates using the
decision theory method implemented in DT-ModSel. Substitution models with
frequency <0.1% are not shown.

Substitution model Number of parameters Frequency (%)

TIM + C 7 47.2
GTR + C 9 24.8
TIM + I + C 8 18.4
TIM + I 7 3.9
GTR + I 9 3.2
GTR + I + C 10 2.5

Table 2
Results of Dunnett’s test conducted for hymenopteran bootstrap replicates. The most
complex treatment, which involved conducting model selection and employing tree-
bisection–reconnection (TBR) branch swapping with multiple starting trees for each
bootstrap replicate, was designated as the control and compared with six progres-
sively less intensive treatments. The mean bootstrap value obtained from the most
intensive treatment is reported for each node. P-values less than 0.05 are indicated by
an asterisk (�).

Node Mean 1 v 2 1 v 3 1 v 4 1 v 5 1 v 6 1 v 7

1 97 � � � � � �
2 96 �
3 75 � � � � � �
4 75 � � � � � �
5 74 � � � � � �
6 66 � � � � �
7 39 � � � � � �
8 34 � � � � �
9 31 � � � � �
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tution-model parameters from a neighbor-joining tree constructed
with LogDet distance; these estimates were used as starting values
for a ML heuristic search with 10 random-addition starting trees
and TBR branch swapping. After the search was complete, we re-
optimized substitution-model parameters on the ML tree and per-
formed additional heuristic search iterations until the tree topol-
ogy stabilized (Ripplinger and Sullivan, 2008; Sullivan et al.,
2005). ML trees for each data set have been provided as supple-
mentary material.
Fig. 2. Mean bootstrap values and standard errors calculated for hymenopteran bootstra
rigorous method (which entailed conducting model selection for each replicate and em
intensive method (which involved holding the substitution model constant and forgoin
2.3. Bootstrap analysis

For each data set, we generated 1000 bootstrap replicates using
the Seqboot program in the Phylip package (Felsenstein, 2005). The
resulting output was converted to individual nexus files and ana-
lyzed with PAUP* according to the following treatments: (1) repli-
cates were analyzed in the same manner as the original data (i.e.,
DT-ModSel was used to identify an optimal substitution model
for each replicate and replicates were analyzed using an iterated
heuristic search strategy with 10 random-addition starting trees
and TBR branch swapping), (2) same as the first treatment except
replicates were analyzed using the substitution model selected
for the original data, (3) same as the second treatment except rep-
licates were analyzed with substitution-model parameters fixed to
their MLEs for the original data, (4) same as the third treatment ex-
cept each search was conducted with one random-addition start-
ing tree, (5) same as the fourth treatment except a single optimal
tree was retained during branch swapping, (6) same as the fifth
treatment except each search was conducted with NNI branch
swapping, and (7) same as the sixth treatment except branch
swapping was excluded altogether (i.e., the replicates were ana-
lyzed based on a single random-addition tree; for further details,
see Fig. 1). The results were summarized as 50% majority-rule con-
sensus trees while retaining bipartitions with less than 50% sup-
port that were concordant with well-supported nodes. In order
to account for the variance associated with bootstrap resampling,
we repeated the bootstrap and subsequent ML analysis 25 times
for each of the four data sets, resulting in a total of 100,000 mod-
el-selection and 700,000 ML analyses. All data collected as part
of this study has been provided as supplementary material.
3. Results

3.1. Hymenopteran data

The seven-parameter transitional model with C-distributed
rate variation (TIM + C), which allows for unequal base frequen-
cies, two transversion rates, and separate transition rates, had an
optimal fit to the original data and was selected most frequently
p replicates. Treatments are reported in order of decreasing intensity with the most
ploying TBR branch swapping with multiple starting trees) given first and the least
g branch swapping altogether) reported last.



Table 3
Results of model selection for 25,000 plant bootstrap replicates conducted using
DT-ModSel. Substitution models with frequency <0.1% are not shown.

Substitution model Number of parameters Frequency (%)

GTR + I + C 10 82.1
TVM + I + C 9 17.8

Table 4
Results of Dunnett’s test carried out for plant bootstrap replicates. P-values less than
0.05 are indicated by an asterisk (�); for additional analytical details, see Table 2.

Node Mean 1 v 2 1 v 3 1 v 4 1 v 5 1 v 6 1 v 7

1 100
2 100
3 100 �
4 94 �
5 90 � �
6 88 � �
7 85 � �
8 54 �
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for the bootstrap replicates (�47%). Six additional substitution
models with seven or more parameters were selected for the boot-
strap replicates, all of which incorporated unequal base frequen-
cies, independent transition rates (as well as additional rate
classes), and among-site rate variation (ASRV) by including C-dis-
tributed rate variation, a proportion of invariable sites, or a combi-
nation of the two (Table 1). We compared the most complex
treatment to each of the six less intensive treatments using Dun-
nett’s test and found that forgoing model selection and using a re-
duced search strategy normally resulted in significantly different
bootstrap values (evaluated at a = 0.05). This did not occur, how-
ever, for one strongly supported node (�x ¼ 96%), for which only
the ‘‘no swap” treatment led to a significant decrease in bootstrap
support (Table 2). Nevertheless, forgoing model selection and/or
setting substitution-model parameters to their MLEs for the origi-
nal data resulted in less than a 3% average difference in bootstrap
support (�x ¼ 2:6% and 2:7%, respectively). Use of less rigorous
search strategies resulted in larger differences among bootstrap
values (�x ¼ 4:2% for the NNI and ‘‘no swap” treatments), however,
bootstrap support only declined more than 10% for a single node
(Fig. 2).
Fig. 3. Mean bootstrap values and standard errors calculated for
3.2. Plant data

The 10-parameter GTR + I + C model, which incorporates un-
equal base frequencies and independent substitution rates, had
minimum posterior risk when selected for the original data; this
model was also selected much more frequently than other substi-
tution models for the bootstrap replicates (�82%). Although six
additional models were chosen for the bootstrap replicates, only
the transversional model with C-distributed rate variation and
invariable sites (TVM + I + C), which allows for unequal base fre-
quencies, one transition rate, and separate transversion rates,
was selected for more than 1% of the remaining replicates
(Table 3). Bipartitions that received 100% support using the most
intensive treatment tended to be recovered for all bootstrap repli-
cates using less rigorous methods, which is consistent with results
obtained by DeBry and Olmstead (2000) for MP analysis. Only the
use of the ‘‘no swap” and, in some instances, NNI branch swapping
methods led to significantly different bootstrap values (Table 4);
use of all other treatments changed the resulting bootstrap values
by less than 1% (�x ¼ 0:3%). However, while the use of NNI branch
swapping led to less than a 2% average difference in bootstrap sup-
port, forgoing branch swapping resulted in an average difference of
�9% and a greater than 12% decrease for three nodes (Fig. 3).
3.3. Peromyscus data

The five-parameter HKY + C model, which incorporates unequal
base frequencies and separate transition/transversion rates, had an
optimal fit to the original data and was the most commonly se-
lected model for the bootstrap replicates (�56%). Nineteen addi-
tional substitution models, almost all with five or more
parameters, were selected for the bootstrap replicates, but many
were selected with low frequency. All of the models selected for
the bootstrap replicates incorporated ASRV and almost all included
unequal base frequencies (Table 5). Nodes inferred with 100% sup-
port using the most rigorous treatment were again assigned 100%
support using less intensive methods. Forgoing branch swapping
resulted in significantly different bootstrap values for the majority
of bipartitions (�69%) while the use of NNI branch swapping and
other reduced search methods resulted in significantly different
values for less than 50% of the nodes; setting substitution-model
plant bootstrap replicates. For additional details, see Fig. 1.



Table 5
Results of model selection for 25,000 Peromyscus bootstrap replicates conducted using
DT-ModSel. Substitution models with frequency <0.1% are not shown.

Substitution model Number of parameters Frequency (%)

HKY + C 5 55.6
K3Puf + C 6 19.4
HKY + I 5 12.3
K3Puf + I 6 3.6
TrN + C 6 2.4
HKY + I + C 6 1.8
TVM + C 8 1.1
TIM + C 7 1.1
TrN + I 6 1.0
K3Puf + I + C 7 0.7
TIM + I 7 0.3
GTR + C 9 0.3
TrN + I + C 7 0.2
TIM + I + C 8 0.2
GTR + I 9 0.1
TVM + I + C 9 0.1

Table 6
Results of Dunnett’s test conducted for Peromyscus bootstrap replicates. P-values less
than 0.05 are indicated by an asterisk (�); see Table 2 for additional details.

Node Mean 1 v 2 1 v 3 1 v 4 1 v 5 1 v 6 1 v 7

1 100
2 100
3 99 � �
4 97 � � � �
5 80 �
6 72 � �
7 70 �
8 69
9 61 � �
10 60 � � � � �
11 60 � �
12 59 �
13 58 �
14 55 �
15 52 � �
16 1

Table 7
Results of model selection for 25,000 bootstrap replicates from simulated data
conducted using DT-ModSel. Substitution models with frequency <0.1% are not
shown.

Substitution model Number of parameters Frequency (%)

HKY + C 5 41.2
TVM + C 8 18.9
HKY + I + C 6 8.9
K3Puf + C 6 7.8
TrN + C 6 6.9
GTR + C 9 6.5
TVM + I + C 9 5.2
K3Puf + I + C 7 1.6
TIM + C 7 1.5
GTR + I + C 10 0.8
TrN + I + C 7 0.5
TIM + I + C 8 0.1

Table 8
Results of Dunnett’s test conducted for bootstrap replicates from simulated data.
P-values less than 0.05 are indicated by an asterisk (�); for additional analytical
details, see Table 2.

Node Mean 1 v 2 1 v 3 1 v 4 1 v 5 1 v 6 1 v 7

1 100 �
2 98 � � �
3 86 � � � � �
4 72 � � �
5 61 � � � � �
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parameters to their MLEs for the original data led to a significant
difference in bootstrap support for one bipartition (Table 6). Use
of all methods besides the NNI and ‘‘no swap” treatments resulted
Fig. 4. Mean bootstrap values and standard errors calculated for
in less than a 1% difference in average bootstrap support while use
of the NNI method resulted in an �1.5% average difference in sup-
port. However, forgoing branch swapping led to an �4% average
difference in bootstrap values with an �12% difference for two of
the nodes (Fig. 4).
3.4. Simulation data

The five-parameter HKY + C model had minimum posterior risk
when selected for the original data and was chosen most fre-
quently for the bootstrap replicates (�41%). Substitution models
selected for the bootstrap replicates generated from the simulated
Peromyscus bootstrap replicates. See Fig. 1 for further details.



Fig. 5. Mean bootstrap values and standard errors calculated for bootstrap replicates generated from simulated data. For additional details, see Fig. 1.
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data were more diverse than those chosen for the empirical data
sets. Nineteen additional models were selected for the bootstrap
replicates; most of these models incorporated five or more param-
eters and almost all incorporated unequal base frequencies and
ASRV (Table 7). Forgoing branch swapping always led to signifi-
cantly different bootstrap values while the use of reduced search
methods and fixing substitution-model parameters to their MLEs
for the original data led to significantly different values for approx-
imately half of the nodes. Unlike the plant and Peromyscus data
sets, using the substitution model selected for the empirical data
and optimizing the substitution-model parameters on each boot-
strap replicate resulted in a significantly different bootstrap value
for one of the nodes (Table 8). Nonetheless, use of all methods be-
sides the ‘‘no swap” treatment led to less than an �2% average dif-
ference in bootstrap values. However, forgoing branch swapping
resulted in an �6% average difference in bootstrap support and a
greater than 17% decrease for one bipartition (Fig. 5).
4. Discussion

Even though forgoing model selection and setting substitution-
model parameters to their MLEs based on the original data may
lead to statistically different bootstrap values, these differences
tend to be minor and probably would not change the biological
interpretation of the results. The substitution model chosen for
the original data tends to be selected most frequently for the boot-
strap replicates and alternative models chosen for the replicates
normally incorporate a similar number of parameters and almost
always account for ASRV. Consequently, model selection appears
unnecessary for adequate bootstrap analysis, which is reassuring
since systematists rarely, if ever, conduct model selection for indi-
vidual bootstrap replicates.

Although using less intensive bootstrap procedures may lead to
significantly different bootstrap values, these differences are often
small, especially for treatments that utilize some form of branch
swapping. These results are similar to those obtained by Mort
et al. (2000) for MP bootstrap analysis. Although the use of reduced
search methods often changes the resulting bootstrap values, only
the use of the ‘‘no swap” method leads to significantly different
bootstrap values for more than 75% of the bipartitions and results
in larger differences among bootstrap values than more rigorous
methods. As a result, it appears prudent to use some form of
branch swapping when analyzing ML bootstrap replicates, even if
computational constraints preclude using an intensive method.
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